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Day 1: Funchal, Madeira
We embarked on the Aurora in a sunny Madeira
excited for our 6 days at sea sailing across the
Atlantic Ocean to Barbados! We quickly settled
into our cabin before familiarising ourselves with
the ship - making sure to find the best spots to
watch whales and dolphins whilst engaging with
as many passengers as possible over the coming
days. As the ship left Funchal at 6pm we hurried
out on deck hoping to spot some of the resident
whale and dolphin species. The setting sun cast
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beautiful colours across the water and as

darkness grew around us, we spotted something skimming the surface! A flying fish? A small bird? Unfortunately, we
couldn’t be sure! With the sun now fully set, we head inside for a bite to eat and an early night; happy and hopeful for
the days to come!

Aurora docked in Funchal, Madeira
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Beautiful sunset leaving Madeira!
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Day 2: Sea Day
We were awake early and raring to go for our first day at sea. Donning all our warm layers (something we soon realised
we wouldn’t be needing!) we set up on the Sun Deck in time to watch the beautiful sunrise at 7:24am. Many passengers
were also up, walking their daily mile around the deck. It was a fantastic opportunity to start our introductions and
getting to know you all, hearing your whale and dolphin stories!

Sunrise over the Atlantic Ocean

It didn’t take long to learn that many eagle-eyed passengers had already managed to spot marine wildlife in the Bay
of Biscay in the days before we boarded in Madeira. We heard tales of pilot whales, common dolphins bow riding and
even some breaching Cuvier’s beaked whales! How wonderful!
After a quite morning, unfortunately with lots of white
caps and no sightings, we packed up and head in for
our first lecture of the cruise. It was fantastic to see so
many of you in the Curzon Theatre, where Louise gave
us an introduction to the charity, who we are and what
we were going to be doing whilst on board to
Barbados.
Our afternoon deck watch sadly continued with no
sightings but we started to get our first taste of the
Caribbean with some beautiful sun and a warm breeze.

Louise presenting in the Curzon Theatre

We continued to meet lots of lovely passengers as we
continued scanning the ocean until the sun set.
Tonight, was a formal night and everyone was looking splendid in their finest dresses and suits! Many, alike us, enjoyed
the evening’s magic show before calling it a night.
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Day 3: Sea Day
We woke up optimistic that today would bring more sightings than the previous day. Again, we positioned ourselves
on the Sun Deck and spent the morning looking out and chatting to lots of passengers doing their daily mile. The
morning continued quietly until our second lecture ‘Hotspots for Marine Life’. Louise spoke to everyone about the
areas in the journey that could be great for wildlife, what makes them so good and what specific marine mammals
and other wildlife might be seen!

Emily watching out over port side

Louise scanning for whales and dolphins through binoculars

Back out on deck, the sun was beaming down on us as we continued our Atlantic voyage. Over lunch we had discussed
our predictions for the afternoon – Emily guessing we would see a distant whale blow and Louise putting forward
flying fish. After another quiet few hours we were beginning to think our predictions might not happen today until
Louise excitingly called out our first sighting of the trip – whale blows on the horizon! Emily and a group of passengers
hurried over from the port side hoping to catch a glimpse! All that was seen were two blows, one beside the other,
twice. With the sighting so glimpsing and far away it is difficult to make an
accurate identification (being recorded as ‘unidentified whale’ in our data),
however, as it was a tall columnar blow, and with agreeance from a member
of the bridge crew, we can tentatively suggest they were fin whales.
A little while later Louise also spotted our first flying fish of the cruise as we
listened to many fond memories of these amazing creatures! Our
predictions had come true! The evening finished quietly but we had such a
lovely time on deck, talking for hours on end, really getting to know you all.
A flying fish!
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Day 4: Sea Day
As we sailed closer to Caribbean seas our excitement became greater of what we might see, especially as our first
couple of days had been on the quiet side. We arrived out on deck with the ship still engulfed in darkness from the
lack of sun and yet a brightness from the amazing full moon. Passengers were already out wandering the decks and
the sun soon rose revealing rain clouds off the starboard side and the most beautiful rainbow! The flying fish sightings
started early and by 12 o’clock we had recorded well over 100 individuals from both the port and starboard side. We
also recorded two of the weird but wonderful ocean sunfish, or Mola mola as they are also known!

Early morning moon

Rainbow amongst the rain clouds

The afternoon’s lecture in the Curzon Theatre saw Louise answer the question ‘How long can a whale hold its breath?’.
We found out how amazing the adaptions are that cetaceans (whales, dolphins and porpoises) have developed to
allow them to dive to such incredible depths, with increasing darkness and pressure, to catch their favorite food.
Back out on deck we continued to get a taste of the Caribbean weather we could look forward to, with the sun shining
down on us. Unfortunately, the ocean still had many white horses racing across the surface making it hard to spot
wildlife. We were soon watching dark rain clouds in the distance getting
closer and closer until the heavens opened and the decks cleared. We
quickly found shelter to continue our watch until the rain stopped, and the
sun made an appearance once again. The afternoon remained quiet but we
didn’t mind as we were having some delightful conversations with guests.
Just as the sun was setting on another day in the Atlantic, we spotted our
first bird – a red-billed tropicbird – a good sign that we were getting into
tropic waters!
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Red-billed tropicbird
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An impressive storm approaching!

Aurora sailing into the sunset
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Day 5: Sea Day
The day started bright and early with an increasing taste of Caribbean weather. Before we had even reached the top
deck, we were spotting flying fish glide above the sea’s waves. As we spoke to the usual passengers completing their
morning mile around the Sun Deck, the rain once again started with a short sharp shower cooling everyone off. We
continued to spot flying fish shooting away from the ship as we watched the most incredible rainbows forming on the
surface of the sea.

One of many breath-taking rainbows!

Everyone was eager to hear if we had spotted anything and
were all excited to see the flying fish below! We spotted a
couple more birds – and with the aid of photographs and
the help of a passenger who was an expert birder, we
identified them as white-tailed tropicbirds. During the
afternoon one passenger also ran from the Crow’s nest to
tell us they had spotted a 15ft whale with a dark grey body at

White-tailed tropicbirds

the front of the ship! A sign of life! We eagerly looked out from the sides of the Sun Deck to see whether we could
catch a glimpse of this whale swimming down the side of the ship – sadly it didn’t resurface but we were excited to
know there were whales around!
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This morning the captain announced we would be arriving in Barbados a day early, this meant we would be sailing
through into more productive coastal waters during day light (rather than at night as was previously the case), so
sparked our anticipation for the following day.
Taking a break from the sun beating down on us we went inside to prepare and present our next lecture – ‘How to
identify and record marine mammals at sea’. The afternoon carried on the same as the morning with flying fish being
spotted all around the ship entertaining everyone from the Sun Deck! Unfortunately, the sea conditions - a sea state
of 5 with many white caps and spray - meant that it was difficult for us to see anything else!
As the sun set on another day in the Atlantic the heavens opened, and the decks cleared promptly. We enjoyed a few
final chats with guests on deck and called it a night!

A flying fish skimming effortlessly across the surface of the Atlantic Ocean

The final storm before sunset
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Day 6: Sea Day & Bridgetown, Barbados
We were up on deck before sunrise with great expectations for our final day at sea. Passengers were already up walking
around the deck and were thrilled to hear about what we might see today. The day started of promisingly with much
sargassum seaweed, masked boobies and lots of flying fish entertaining guests – the ocean felt alive! This continued
throughout the morning with an intense heat beating down on us.

A masked booby flying alongside the ship

Due to the early arrival in Barbados, with tomorrow’s round-up lecture cancelled, Emily presented our final lecture in
the Curzon theatre on Marine Mammal Survival. Thank you to everyone who came!
The afternoon once again continued with many flying fish shimmering blues and purples in the sun, which interestingly
seemed to be getting smaller! Many guests we pointed these out to were surprised just how small they were! It was
extremely hard to pull ourselves away from deck, even after watching a picturesque sunset and with darkness drawing
in on our final night, but we called it a day and said goodbye to passengers that had spent so much of their time with
us on deck. Tonight, was another formal night with everyone dressed up to the 9s whilst enjoying the good food,
entertainment and watching the lights of Bridgetown twinkle as we sailed into the port having reached Barbados.

Flying fish
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A juvenile masked booby
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A perfect sunset to end our time on board

Although our time on the Aurora was very quiet in terms of sightings, we had the most fantastic week on board,
meeting lots of interested guests and talking to them about our passion – whales and dolphins! We hope you have the
best time on the remainder of the cruise and spot lots of wildlife for us!
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ORCA is one of the UK’s leading whale and dolphin conservation charities, dedicated to the long-term protection of
whales, dolphins and porpoises (collectively known as cetaceans), and their habitats. For more information about us,
please visit our website www.orcaweb.org.uk

Species recorded
Cetaceans
Whale blows - 2

Birds
Madeira:
Yellow-legged gulls

Atlantic Ocean:
Red-billed tropicbird
White-tailed tropicbirds
Masked boobies

Barbados:
Masked boobies
Frigate birds
Bananaquit

Other wildlife
800+ flying fish!!
2 sunfish
An unidentified moth!
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